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ABSTRACT
Typical drivers are not ready to react to unexpected
collisions from other vehicles. The initial impact can startle the
driver who then fails to maintain control. Since a loss of control
leads to intense skidding and undesirable lateral motions, more
severe subsequent events are likely to occur. To reduce the
severity of possible subsequent (secondary) crashes, this paper
considers both vehicle heading angle and lateral deviation from
the original driving path. The research concept here is different
from today’s electronic stability control systems in that it
activates the differential braking even when the magnitude of
yaw rate or vehicle slip angle is very high. In addition, the
lateral displacement and yaw angle with respect to the road are
part of the control objective. The Linear Time Varying Model
Predictive Control (LTV-MPC) method is used, with the key
tire nonlinearities captured through linearization. We consider
tire force constraints based on the combined-slip tire model and
their dependence on vehicle motion. The computed high-level
(virtual) control signals are realized through a control allocation
problem which maps vehicle motion commands to tire braking
forces considering constraints. Numerical simulation and
analysis results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the control algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Approximately, 5.6 million motor vehicle crashes were
reported in 2012 in the United States, resulting in about 33,500
fatalities [1]. Among them, over 30% of all crashes have two or
more harmful events following the initial collision. Several
statistical studies based on vehicle crash data [2-4] indicate that
number of multiple impact crashes has been increasing. These
reports found that the risk of severe injuries is much higher in
multiple impact crashes than in single impact crashes. In [5], it
is also pointed out that the risk of both injuries and fatalities
increased with the number of collision events. Multiple impact
crashes can be more dangerous because drivers are not prepared
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for impacts from the side or back, as the most drivers focus on
the front view. Since looking ahead and using an inside
rearview mirror cannot always provide enough information of
adjacent lanes [6], the continuous monitoring of surroundings
while maintaining a lane may not be an easy task for the
average driver. For this reason, drivers can panic or fail to
respond to an unexpected initial event, and thus lose control.
When drivers react improperly, undesirable vehicle motions can
lead to hazardous heading angles and excessive lateral
deviation, resulting in harmful secondary crashes. One of the
crash analysis reports in NHTSA (National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration) [7] presents the vehicle spin angle
distribution in the most harmful secondary event crashes. It
shows that secondary events at around 90° turns, either
clockwise or counter clockwise, cause the most harmful
secondary crashes. As shown in [8], based on the injury scale
level data, side impacts in a secondary event are more harmful
to the occupants. Since the sides of a vehicle have less crashenergy absorbing structures than the frontal and rear sections,
the risk of fatalities and serious injuries with side crashes is
higher [9]. Moreover, an analysis investigating vehicle dynamic
motion after an impact in [10] shows that an excessive lateral
lane deviation after an initial impact plays a key role in the risk
of secondary impacts.
Secondary crashes can be partly mitigated by employing a
vehicle Electronic Stability Control (ESC). However, the
effectiveness of ESC to mitigate secondary crashes has not
been fully taken advantage of [11]. Since these control
algorithms were designed to intervene after a vehicle-to-vehicle
impact, only limited control actions can be applied. Some ESC
could even turn off if the yaw rate or lateral acceleration is too
high, because the situation can be misinterpreted as a sensor
failure. Hence, a new feature must be designed to mitigate
secondary crashes. To enhance ESC performance after an initial
crash, several control concepts in the literature were devised
using steering or braking [12-14]. Recently, a secondary
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collision braking strategy has been available on production
vehicles by the name of “Secondary Collision Brake Assist”.
EURO NCAP (New Car Assessment Program) believes that
this system can reduce fatalities and serious injuries [15].
However, these systems are usually either limited to work after
a mild collision scenario or did not consider hazardous heading
final angle. Considering the fact that the sides of vehicles are
more vulnerable than the front or rear, the vehicle heading
angle is an important parameter that needs to be controlled for
secondary collision safety. In addition, a small lateral deviation
after an initial collision is desired to reduce the risk of
secondary collision with roadside objects or vehicles in other
lanes. The proposed control concept in this paper includes
allowing a high yaw motion to avoid vulnerable heading angles
(e.g. 90°, 270°). This paper focuses on a vehicle motion control
strategy which leads a vehicle to a safe heading angle (0°, 180°,
360°, etc.) while maintaining small lateral displacement. The
underlying assumption is that the sensors and actuators still
function normally after the first impact. The heading angle and
lateral speed are assumed to be available from a reliable vision,
magnetometer, or GPS sensor [16]. And no driver steering
action is considered in the current design.

FIGURE 1.
XY-plane

displacement. Considering the fact that longitudinal brake
forces of each tire are independent controls in differential
braking, Eq. (1), (2), and (3) can be constructed as a six-state
nonlinear first-order system:
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VEHICLE MODEL AND TIRE MODEL
The vehicle model considers longitudinal, lateral, and yaw
motions of the vehicle as shown in Fig. 1. The governing
equations are:
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The longitudinal and lateral forces for each tire are denoted
by Fx , , Fy , which are defined in a tire fixed coordinate. The
subscript (    f , r ) represents the front and rear axles and the













next subscript denotes the left and right side of the vehicle (
   L, R, L  R ). x and y are axes of a coordinate system located



at the center of gravity (CG) in the vehicle fixed frame, while X
and Y indicate vehicle position in the inertial coordinate. The
motion of the vehicle is defined by vehicle velocities VX , VY
associated with X and Y, the steering angle δ at the front tires,
the heading angle ψ, and the yaw rate r. Vehicle geometries are
represented by a, b, and TW which are distances to front and
rear axles from the CG location and the width of the vehicle. M
is the vehicle mass and I zz is the vehicle yaw moment of
inertia. It should be noted that the equations are formed in
inertial coordinate to explicitly consider the lateral
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Here, u represents the independent 4-wheel brake control
actions ( u   Fx , f L Fx , fR Fx , rL Fx , rR  ), Fy0,  are the lateral
tire forces at a known slip angle under zero longitudinal slip
condition, and Fy ,  are the induced lateral tire force
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The tire force profiles over the entire range of tire slip
angle and longitudinal slip ratio are shown in Fig. 2. When α is
near 0 or ±180°, both longitudinal and lateral forces vary
significantly with λ. On the contrary, the effects of λ are small
when α is around ±90°, meaning that braking action is not
effective.
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FIGURE 2. Longitudinal and lateral forces as functions of
the tire slip angle and longitudinal slip ratio (-1≤λ≤0)
ANAYSIS OF EFFECTIVE TIRE FORCE RANGES
Because of the coupling effect of longitudinal-lateral
forces, the induced lateral tire force ( Fy ) generated by the tire
brake force ( Fx ), needs to be considered to compute the vehicle
lateral and yaw motions. Equation (10)-(13) show the vehicle
yaw moments ( M z , ) calculated by the moment arm from the
CG point to the forces Fx,  and Fy , .
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In this function, road friction coefficient ( ) is assumed to
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induced lateral force ( Fy , ). Later, we will solve the control

the virtual control input, despite of the combined-slip tire
nonlinearities.
For an effective vehicle control action, accurate tire force
characterization is important. We use Pacejka’s Magic Formula
tire model [17], which describes combined longitudinal and
lateral forces as functions of the tire slip angles (α), the slip
ratio (λ), and vertical loads ( Fz ):
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From these kinematic relationships, possible ranges of yaw
moment acting on a vehicle CG point can be obtained with
various wheel slip ratios from free rolling (λ=0) to fully locked
(λ=-1). As shown in Fig. 3, it is noted that the most effective
wheel to change yaw moment can be determined based on the
vehicle side slip angle. For example, there might be a case
when the vehicle needs a positive yaw moment and the slip
angles of all tires are small positive. In this case, the front-left
wheel is the best candidate because the yaw moment on that tire
( M z , f L ) shows a greater positive value than others. Similarly,
right rear wheel is the best to use for negative yaw moment
generation under the same situation. It should be noted that
there exist regions that have almost no control authorities for
yaw moment control. In Fig. 3, it can be seen that when the tire
slip angle is around ±90 degrees, little yaw moment can be
generated. i.e., it is hard to control vehicle yaw motion in those
situations. Examples above indicate the importance of
understanding vehicle dynamics, especially tire saturation
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constraints, when designing a controller such as the model
predictive control method to be used in this paper. Although we
only presented the vehicle yaw motion results, one also should
find other feasible control regions for longitudinal or lateral
vehicle motions. In those cases, the vehicle heading angle needs
to be considered together with the tire slip angle and slip ratio.
LINEAR TIME VARYING MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL
The first step to implement the model predictive control
(MPC) is the linearization of the nonlinear vehicle dynamics
about every operating point so that a quadratic programming
structure can be applied [18, 19]. This method decomposes the
nonlinear design problem into several linear sub-problems. The
successive linearization points do not need to be equilibriums.
MPC finds a cost-minimizing control sequence over the
prediction horizon. At the same time, it incorporates feasible
control bounds so that control signals are implementable–
critical for the MPC to work satisfactorily. Moreover, the MPC
is applicable to real-time processing because of the low
computation requirement of the linear time-varying MPC (LTVMPV).
Architecture of the Proposed Control System
The overall control structure is shown in Fig. 4. The
desired vehicle states are first compared with their current
states. Then, in response to the state errors, the LTV-MPC
controller determines the desired virtual controls based on the
QP (Quadratic Programming) optimization solution under
feasible vehicle dynamic constraints. Coupling between the tire
longitudinal and lateral forces is considered in figuring out the
control constraints. Next, the optimal control allocation process
maps the virtual control demand onto individual wheel brake
forces. In the last stage, actuator controllers manipulate
physical variables, such as wheel cylinder braking pressures, to
achieve the desired tire forces. Then, this actuator action affects
vehicle motion and the resulting vehicle states are measured or
estimated for the feedback control.

FIGURE 4. Architecture of the proposed control system
Linearizing at Non-Equilibrium Points
Considering the nonlinear dynamics shown in Eq. (4), the
linearization is done through Taylor expansion around points
( 0 ), and virtual control input ( v ) is introduced from the

simple relationship ( g  , u, t   Bv  v ):
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Here, we exclude the first two states ( , ) and the model
is reduced to a 4-state system ( , , , , because we are
mainly concerned about the vehicle lateral displacement error
and yaw directional motion. From Eq. (14), the numerical
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FIGURE 3. Vehicle yaw moments that can be generated by braking each wheel. The shaded area between red line
(upper bound) and blue dotted line (lower bound) depicts achievable region for all possible slip ratio (-1≤λ≤0)
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discretization is applied to build a time-varying linear, discrete
time, state-space system with a sampling time ( ):

 k 1  Ad , k  k  Bv, d  vk  B , d  k
Here, we assume that the coefficients in the system and
input matrices are constant over the horizon n :
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The sequence of prediction state over the time horizon (nsteps) can be expanded as:
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are predetermined by the offline optimal computation. In the
present work, the structure of environment for the controlled
vehicle is assumed to be known as straight road with multiple
lanes. So the offline optimal calculation determines a safer
heading angle (0°, 180°, 360°, etc.) which minimizes the lateral
deviation under the given initial impact conditions.
Here, we set the same time horizon (n) for both predicted
states and input sequences. But, once the optimal control set
( V * ) is found, only the first control step ( vk* ) will be
 n 1

implemented. Then, Eq. (22) can be rewritten using a more
compact notation as follows:
T
T
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where diag  Q  and diag  R  are block diagonal matrices.
By substituting Eq. (21), one can rearrange Eq. (23) so that
the problem becomes a quadratic form of V :
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Note that the states at a future moment are dependent on
the current states and other sequence terms. This can be
summarized with a matrix form:
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Optimal Problem Formulation
The control goal is to minimize both the lateral deviation
from the original course and to achieve a safe heading angle
while minimizing control efforts. So, the cost function is
defined as the summation of weighted state deviation and
weighted control input sequence.
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Since the last three terms in Eq. (24) are not affected by the
input sequence ( V ), those terms can be ignored when
 n 1

figuring out the optimal input sequence to minimize J. This
allows the control objective to be formulated in a simpler
quadratic form:
T
T
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Constraints Handling
Constraints on the control magnitude and rate of change
can be defined by the following inequality relationships:
 vkmin   vk   vkmax 
 min  
  max 
 vk 1    vk 1    vk 1 

        
 min  



max
 vk  n   vk  n   vk  n 

v min  vk i  vk  i 1  v max



Note that the control limits vary along the prediction
horizon, as shown in Fig. 3. This is because the ranges between
maximum and minimum virtual controls changes with tire slip
angle and heading angle. In other words, the constraints are
functions of the states and control inputs. After rearranging and
combining Eqs. (26) and (27), one can obtain a simplified
constraint expression based on the derivation in [18] as:
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 n  n 1

0

Then, we have a general quadratic programming problem
with inequality constraints, which can be solved by using
MATLAB Optimization Toolbox (quadprog).
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The control laws derived in the previous section compute
the optimal virtual controls. As shown in Fig. 4, the virtual
control commands are fed to the wheel brake optimal allocation
module to determine the effective physical controls. Since we
assume that the real controls are the individual wheel brakes,
the outputs of this module are the longitudinal wheel brake
forces of each tire. Specifically, the objective of this module is
to find optimal control uk*   4 to achieve the virtual control
sequence vk*  2 .
Tire Force Relationship
In Eq. (14), the relationship g  , u, t   Bv  v can be
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To replace the induced lateral force term
as a function
of , we utilize the force coupling effect. The tire forces are
constrained by an enveloping curve, called a friction circle or
friction ellipse [20]. The Magic Formula used in this research
inherently describes combined forces within this friction
ellipse, and this profile can be constructed as a linear function
with manipulating tire model equations. From the definition in
Eq. (5), one can analytically get the gradients of forces
( Fx , , Fy , ) with respect to  (= sx ).
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Solution of the Allocation Problem
The optimal allocation problem solves the linear
relationship, Eq. (35), in the least-squares sense subject to the
actuator saturation limit. Since the actuators are wheel brake
max
forces, the control bounds are Fxmin
,   u  Fx ,  . Because we

uk

Fy , rL

Fx , f R

Fx , rL
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2

 w   Bu  Wd     uk  Bv  vk*

2
2





u min k   uk  u max k 

where the parameter w is a positive weighting factor chosen to
achieve the relationship in (35) as close as possible.
SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulated scenario is that two vehicles are involved in
a crash on a straight road. Then the collision leads the vehicle
to travel into the opposite traffic lane if no control is applied.
For this simulation, all state measurements such as position,
speed, yaw rate, and heading angle are assumed to be available
and accurate, and actuator delays are not included. In addition,
all actuators are assumed to function normally. The vehicle
used in the simulation is a big SUV defined in Carsim, the
vehicle dynamics software (
2450 ,
4946
,
1.105 ,
1.7). It is assumed that the vehicle is traveling
straight with an initial longitudinal speed of 30m/s on a flat and
straight road. The first impact is assumed to result in the initial
conditions: lateral speed 5.0m/s, heading angle 9.2º, and yaw
rate 114.6º/sec. The discrete time to run simulation is 0.01sec,
and the sampling time for every linearization and the time
horizon for MPC are set to 0.2 sec (20 steps).
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consider a brake control action only, the value u should be
negative. We employ the following least-squares problem for
optimal allocation:

THE OPTIMAL ALLOCATION PROBLEM

rewritten as:

Then, Eq. (30) becomes:
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FIGURE 5. Vehicle trajectory comparison results for
three control strategies. (Vehicle sizes are doubled.)
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FIGURE 7. Longitudinal tire slip ratio commands and
corresponding longitudinal tire forces calculated by the
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depict feasible control bounds.

Weights on tracking error and input rates are Q= diag[1000
10 100 10] and R= diag[0.1 0.1]. Four vehicle trajectories with
different control strategies are presented in Fig. 5 for
comparison. It is shown that the vehicle with the proposed
controller settles into a safe final heading angle of 180º and
returns to the original lane. In contrast, the vehicles without
braking intervention and with other control strategies depart
from their original lane and can be broadsided by vehicles in
other lanes. In the case of yaw rate control, the brake control
actions to change the vehicle yaw motion are very limited at the

end of the maneuver because the tire slip angles are all around
±90º, as analyzed in Fig. 3. Moreover, attempting to return the
vehicle to the original lane (i.e. heading angle to the original 0º)
can cause a large lateral deviation [21]. The virtual control
bounds and control results from LTV-MPC are shown in Fig. 6.
It should be noted that the feasible ranges vary with vehicle
states; and the solution from MPC is reasonable only when
considering these realistic constraint conditions. Although the
constraints show a nonlinear nature, the quadratic programming
is still applicable to solve the MPC problem through the system
linearization process at every operation point. The results of
optimal allocation are shown in Fig. 7. At the beginning of the
control process, the brake control commands are determined to
achieve a rapid yaw rotation. In this case, the rear wheel brake
reactions are shown to have little faster responses than the front
ones. This action makes it possible to pass by the region where
the effectiveness of brake control (control authority) is little or
none (around 1 second). After that, wheel commands are
regulated to follow the yaw moment which leads the vehicle
heading angle to the desired state, 180º.
In Fig. 8, the capability of the proposed control strategy is
evaluated with several tests executed in different initial impact
conditions. The simulated crash scenario has a similar layout to
that of Fig. 5, but with different values for initial yaw rate and
heading angle representing various levels of initial impacts.
Overall, it is seen that the proposed control reduces the
maximum lane deviations and brings the vehicle back to the
original lane with the desired heading angle of 180º or 360º.
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Although the 180º heading angle might be considered as a
dangerous vehicle state by some, the situation is still safer than
the case where the vehicle is exposed to a side impact from
approaching traffic in the lanes other than the original lane.

[7]
[8]

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a LTV-MPC and optimal allocation
algorithm to mitigate the secondary collision after an initial
impact. These two optimization formulations exploit the
feasible control bounds based on the physical constraints. From
the proposed control system, wheel brake commands are
determined so that the impact induced vehicle motion can be
settled into a safe heading angle with a small lateral deviation.
Simulations are performed for various initial conditions of yaw
and lateral motion due to an impact. Simulation results show
that the proposed control algorithm can effectively lead a
vehicle to a desired heading angle with a smaller lateral
deviation comparing to results from the uncontrolled case and
other control strategies.
To enhance the control effectiveness, future work will add
an active steering control to expand the control authority with
changing side slip angles when brake controls are limited. The
overall control objective can then be achieved by an integrated
control strategy. Moreover, the practical performance of the
designed scheme can be further studied by addressing the effect
of driver’s steering and braking action. A coordination or
prioritization strategy between the control commands and the
driver action needs to be considered.

[9]
[10]
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